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Juggling U12: Challenge players by instructing them on which body parts to use. Feet only, head only, around the world, alternating foot/thigh, high ball every third touch, etc…  (see pg. 23; doc. 310 96)  Time: 10 min.   Coaching Points: Players should not be using hands to catch ball or start juggling. When juggling with laces, ankle should be locked and toe pointed. 4:1 on the positive to instructional comments throughout session.  

Footwork 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33:  Sole turn, sole opposite turn, fake kick, foundation 3, foundation 4, sole only.  (see pg. 21; doc. 310 95)  Time: 10 min.   Coaching Points: Player should keep head up, clean touches on the ball, knees bent for balance, work as hard as you can for 30 or less seconds at a time, increase effort as you progress, light on toes.  Make sure positive comments are made.   

1v1 Small Goals: Four 20x15 yard grids. Play begins with attacker dribbling ball from his/her goal and defender stepping out from his/her goal.  The player in the grid may switch with his/her partner two ways:  by passing or tagging hands.  Two minute games then switch attack and defense.  Time: 15 min.   Coaching Points: Attacker should change speed and direction to get by defender. Should not worry about losing ball. No consequence if player does lose ball.  The attacker should carry ball like they are “carrying a football” trying to avoid even being touched by defender.  They do this by doing the move early, avoid getting to close to the defender so they cannot even have a chance to tackle or poke the ball away.

2 Big Goals, 2 Small Goals:  Time: 55 min.      Coaching Points: Encourage attackers to take defenders on.   Set up this exercise so that the field is wider than it is long. Have some fun with this game, let the players experiment and encourage creativity.


